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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit below. 

A QlikView report does not match the legacy report it was designed to replace. The purpose of the report 

is to count the number of customers per year and in total. 

Why is there a difference between the Total row values in the two reports? 

A. The legacy report calculates the total customer occurrences, while the QlikView report counts only distinct
customers. 

B. The legacy report calculates the total customer occurrences, while the QlikView report calculates the customer
ranking. 

C. The legacy report totals the number of customers correctly, while the QlikView report is dropping records. 

D. The legacy report totals the number of customers correctly, while the QlikView total row is set to sum of rows. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer needs to add data from a Microsoft Access database to a data model intended to run on a 64 

bit Windows server. 

How should the developer proceed? 

A. from the script editor, on the Data tab, under Database, choose \\'ODBC\\' from the Database pull down, assure the
\\'Force 32 bit\\' check box is selected, and then click the \\'Connect\\' button 

B. from the script editor, on the Data tab, under Database, choose \\'ODBC 32 bit\\' from the Database pull down and
then click the \\'Connect\\' button 
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C. from the script editor, on the Data tab, click on the \\'database conversion\\' button and convert the database from a
32 bit to 64 bit database 

D. from the script editor, on the Data tab, under Database choose \\'ODBC\\' from the Database pull down and then click
the \\'Connect\\' button 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement describes a required field characteristics that will ensure QlikView associations across multiple
tables? 

A. The field formats (such as numeric or string) must be the same in the original data sources. 

B. The fields must be defined as primary or foreign keys in the original data sources. 

C. The fields must be aliased to the same name when loading into QlikView. 

D. The number of distinct values in each field must be the same. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer needs to measure the Amount of sales by Days sales Outstanding (DSO). Days sales 

Outstanding does not exist in the data model. 

Which technique should a developer use to meet the customer\\'s need? 

A. on the Dimensions tab, press the Add Calculated Dimension button 

B. on the Expressions tab, add an expression using the Class function 

C. on the Expressions tab, add an expression using the Aggr function 

D. on the Dimensions tab, press the Add Dynamic Dimension button 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer is building a dashboard to measure the performance of the support organization. The customer needs to
dynamically sort the Ticket Severity field by Severity Weight field when the Ticket Severity columnheaderisdouble-
clickedinStraightTablecharts. Example ticket severities. Urgent = 1 High = 2 Normal = 3 Low = 4 

Which QlikView load script function can the developer use to create the Ticket Severity field to meet the customer\\'s
needs? 

A. Rank( [Ticket Severity], [Severity Weight] ) AS [Ticket Severity] 
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B. Num( [Severity Weight], [Ticket Severity] ) AS [Ticket Severity] 

C. Sort( [Ticket Severity], [Severity Weight] ) AS [Ticket Severity] 

D. Dual( [Ticket Severity], [Severity Weight] ) AS [Ticket Severity] 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit to the right. 

How many rows and fields will TableA have after the script completes? 

A. five rows and three fields 

B. five rows and two fields 

C. four rows and three fields 

D. four rows and two fields 

E. two rows and three fields 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer with a complex chart is experiencing performance issues when the organization\\'s users view 
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the chart without first applying several filters. 

A designer needs to place a restriction on the chart so that the users are forced to make a selection before 

QlikView will calculate and render the chart. 

Which common object property can the designer use to accomplish this? 

A. the Help Text property on the Caption tab to enter instructions directing the user to make a selection and filter their
data before performing their analysis 

B. the Auto Minimize property on the Caption tab so that the chart will be minimized and not calculate or render until the
user has first made a selection and restored the chart 

C. the Calculate Condition property on the General tab to create a control condition that will keep the chart from
calculating until user has filtered the data 

D. the size to Data property on the Layout tab to automatically select the filter criteria to the chart 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A designer needs to create a chart displaying the number of patients currently checked into a hospital by 

age group. 

What is the appropriate Dimension for the chart? 

A. number of patients 

B. checked-in status 

C. hospital 

D. age group 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Which object should a designer use to integrate QlikView with an interactive third-party web service for use in the AJAX
Zero Footprint client? 

A. Custom Object 

B. ButtonObject 

C. QlikView Macro 

D. Extension Object 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 10

A developer has a Container Object with multiple charts and each chart has many different expressions. 

The developer needs to provide users with a method to easily obtain information related to each chart and 

the expressions within. 

How can the developer fulfill this requirement? 

A. design a help graphic for each chart and set it as the caption background 

B. create a Text Object containing help information for each chart and link each Chart Object to its corresponding Text
Object using QlikView\\'s Linked Objects feature 

C. enter a thorough description of each chart and its expressions in the Text in Chart property on the Layout tab 

D. enter a thorough description of each chart and its expressions in the Help Text property on the Caption tab 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer needs multi-language support for a QlikView application. The languages that need to be 

supported immediately are English, German, and Dutch; in the future, however, additional languages may 

be needed. 

Which solution should a developer use to meet the customer\\'s needs? 

A. a separate document for each language 

B. variables for language-specific items and the option to select a specific language in a field 

C. a language definition table in the data model containing all descriptions for each language, and the option to select a
specific language in a field 

D. a language definition table in the data model containing all descriptions for each language, automatically linking the
business user to a language 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit to the right. 
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When the script displayed in the exhibit is reloaded, an error message is displayed. 

Table not found 

Left Join (salesPerson) 

LOAD lD 

DepartmentlD 

FROM 

[DatasourceA.xlsx] 

(ooxml, embeddedlabels, tableissalesPersonDepartment); 

What is the likely cause of the error? 

A. When loaded, the salesPerson table is auto concatenated to Customer and does not exist when referenced. 

B. The Left Join statement fails to correctly bracket the referenced table name, such as Left Join ([salesPerson]). 

C. The Left Join statement fails to correctly quote the referenced table name, such as Left Join (IsalesPersonI). 

D. There is an error in the Customer table load and it is not created in memory. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 13

A Straight Table Chart calculates several metrics for each individual alphanumeric transaction detail record 

(TRAN_lD) and it\\'s Amount over several years of data. The calculation time for the chart is over two 

minutes. 

How can a designer decrease the calculation time for the chart without compromising core functionality? 

A. create a Calculation Condition. =count(TRAN_lD)
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